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As a bluegrass guitarist, you know that supporting lead vocalists with solid
rhythm playing is essential. But how do you develop the skills and
knowledge to become a truly proficient backup guitarist?
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In his groundbreaking book, Contemporary Bluegrass Backup Guitar,
renowned guitarist Bobby Jones shares his years of experience and
expertise to guide you on the path to rhythm guitar mastery.

This comprehensive guide covers everything you need to know, from
fundamental techniques to advanced grooves and patterns. Whether you're
a beginner or an experienced player, you'll find invaluable insights and
practical exercises to enhance your rhythm playing.

What You'll Learn

Essential strumming and fingerpicking patterns

Developing a solid rhythmic foundation

Mastering bluegrass groove and syncopation

Playing in different keys and time signatures

Creating effective fills and transitions
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Supporting lead vocalists with confidence

Why Choose This Book?

With Bobby Jones as your guide, you'll benefit from:

Clear and concise instructions

Over 100 musical examples and exercises

In-depth analysis of real-world bluegrass recordings

Access to exclusive online video lessons

A comprehensive resource for backup guitarists of all levels

Testimonials

"Bobby Jones' book is a must-have for any bluegrass guitarist who wants to
take their rhythm playing to the next level. His insights and techniques have
transformed my playing." - Chris Thile, Grammy Award-winning
mandolinist

"Contemporary Bluegrass Backup Guitar is the most comprehensive book
on the subject. Bobby Jones provides a wealth of knowledge and practical
guidance that every backup guitarist should have." - Alison Brown,
renowned banjo player

Get Your Copy Today

Don't miss out on this essential resource for bluegrass backup guitarists!
Free Download your copy of Contemporary Bluegrass Backup Guitar by
Bobby Jones today and start elevating your rhythm playing to new heights.
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threads, their actions and...

Train Your Mind to Make Great Art a Habit
Do you dream of becoming a great artist? Do you have a burning desire
to create beautiful works of art that will inspire and move others? If so,
then...
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